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Message from the president:
CBCS Members and Friends,
Wow!!! What a time we had in Denver. Larry Snow did a wonderful job directing the 2016
Convention. The Hotel and their staff were wonderful. Congratulations to the Tournament
Winners and the Most Desirable, Most Unusual, & Ugly Board Contest Winners as well! Cecil
Bradshaw did a great power-point presentation on the History of the Drueke Company.
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Peter Leach presented the very first FW Quitman/Bette
Bemis Memorial Award to Larry Snow. (Pictured left)
Again, as every year, I am amazed at the number of new
and unusual cribbage boards displayed at the Convention.
It was great to meet David Aiken, ACC Newsletter Editor
from Michigan. We learned all about the American
Cribbage Congress organization. After the invitation from
David to coordinate our 2018 Convention with the ACC
Grand Nationals in Wisconsin, we are looking into the
logistics and all the possibilities of making that happen.
Stay tuned for more information on the 2018 CBCS
Convention in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Marv Maxell’s extensive Cribbage Board Collection was displayed and I believe a good many of
his boards were purchased by the CBCS group. Larry Snow is working on the sale of his boards
through local sources. Marv will be remembered as the great Horn and LeCount Collector!
What great friends and acquaintances we’ve made over the years. Those of you that weren’t
able to make the convention this year, we missed you and hope to see you in 2017 in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Keep on Peggin’
Ed McLaughlin, CBCS President
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Welcome new CBCS members:
#313 Jack C. and Mary Clark
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2016 CBCS CONVENTION Attendees – Thank you Larry Snow - (host extraordinaire)

Just a few of many random shots from the convention.
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Contest Winners – Left to Right
Harlow Hansen – Most Unusual board
Jim Herzog – Ugliest board (not the first time he has won that category)
Ed McLauglin – Most disireable board (not the first time he has won that category)

Tournament Contest:
From Left to Right:
Jim Herzog - 4th place,
Dan Aiken - 3rd place,
Keith Dwire - 2nd place,
Rick Hansen - 1st place,
Dan Betz – Last place,
John Swett – Sorry
(skunked
times)
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“Experience Grand Rapids”
One of the New York Times 52 Places to Go in 2016. The #1 U.S. travel destination in 2014. Home
to one of the globe's top five festivals. Grand Rapids, Michigan is all of this and so much more - a
city that will constantly surprise and delight you with authentic and unforgettable world-class
experiences made easy, affordable and friendly.

CBCS 2017 Convention – Grand Rapids, Michigan
September 15 and 16, 2017
Convention Hosts:
Dan and Joyce Betz, Sandy Nieuwenhuis, Cec and Betz Bradshaw
Mark your calendars for a convention you do not want to miss– more information will follow in
future newsletters about why this will make a great vacation destination for you in 2017. The
following is just a “sneak peek” of why you must come to Grand Rapids.
Frederik Meijer Gardens &
Sculpture Park
Michigan's second most popular
tourist attraction ... one of the
world's 100 most visited art
museums ... one of the Top 30
Must-See Museums on the planet.
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Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum
Gerald Ford, the 38th President of the United States
wasn't born in Grand Rapids - but he was raised here and
represented the city in the U.S. House of Representatives
from 1949-1973.
(Just across the street from our convention hotel)

Grand Rapids Public Museum Founded in 1845,
the Grand Rapids Public Museum is among the
oldest history museums in the United States. Not
that you'd be able to tell from its sparkling
facility, which rises three stories above the
downtown riverfront. Inside, a fascinating
panorama

of

permanent

collections

and

temporary exhibits preserve the treasures of the past and the present.

(Just across the other street from our convention hotel)

ArtPrize - September 20 thru October 8, 2017
ArtPrize began nearly eight years ago as an
experiment - a totally new event, unlike
anything the world had ever seen. For 19 days
each fall, three square miles of downtown
Grand Rapids become an open playing field
where anyone can find a voice in the
conversation about what is art and why it
matters. Art from around the world pops up
in every inch of downtown, and it’s all free
and open to the public.
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The Curtis Cribbage Counter Collection – Terry Coons - #187
Compare this photo to the one on page 56 of Bette’s
book. At the time of publication, she was unaware of the
existence of the red one. (Side note: As archivist, I’m
honored to have in our collection Bette’s original copy, to
which she added notes, photos, etc. I’ll try to bring it to
the convention for those who’d like to see it.) At some
point, she discovered the red in the collection of Mac
Macone and added it.

The Curtis Cribbage Counter was patented in 1951 (patent
# 2,550,675) by Wilfred A. Curtis of North Woodstock,
New Hampshire. They were made of molded plastic with
encased sliding dials, hence pegless! Most sources would
say there are three styles: Black/white dials, white/black
dials and black/red dials. (Bette reported in 2004 that
even the Curtis family was unaware of the red one!)
But actually, there are six (seven?). And that anchors the
interesting history of these boards. They began as not even
a once-around board, but a one-trip-up-the-side board; this
is shown in the patent drawings. The instruction sheet
(left), which also refers to it as the “Pegless Cribbage
Board”, includes:
No Pegs-No Holes
Simplifies Keeping Score
Eliminates Error
Sliding Dials for Easy Scoring
The Counter card (designed to fold) adds instructions:
“Start with pointers at 0. Move outside pointer for first
score, then inside pointer for second score, then outside
pointer, etc.” Also, “No confusion; up board only once to
finish game”, highlighting that we’re still talking about the
121 (“older”) board.
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These boards (all but the two on the right in the first picture) have sliders and levers for games
won on both ends and a double diamond center logo with “Leominster Massachusetts”. Per
the Curtis family, parts for these boards were manufactured in Leominster and assembled by
the family. Below the diamonds is the patent pending mark, indicating these as the older
boards.

Few of these boards were made, and they are fairly rare. The red one and black/red dials board
are quite rare and will go for 4-5 times the price of the others.
For some unknown reason, after issuance of the patent, only 60-pt boards were made. Perhaps
the combination of pegless and 121 was too much at one time? (Not sure why, as I find these
older boards about the easiest to play on as I’ve every seen.) These now show the patent
number and manufactured in North Woodstock. Also, both Games Won dials have been moved
to one end to accommodate the now necessary 1st vs 2nd leg dials. These are the most common
boards seen on the secondary market.

Per the Curtis family, these boards were distributed around the U.S. and even worldwide. Jane
McLaughlin has a rarity: The instruction sheet is printed as being distributed by R. A. Baures, St
Petersburg, Florida. Robert Anton Baures (born 1940) ran a novelty and costume jewelry
company for 53 years, distributing handmade Navajo jewelry to gift shops throughout the U.S.
Incidentally, the older boards sold for $2.95. In a 1973 edition of the Yankee Trader Magazine,
the newer board was advertised for $4.95.
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Most of these are found in good condition, with the boxes, indicating many of them saw little
use. But if ill-used or packed, they can be broken, including my precious red one, smashed in
shipping (good glue job, but don’t look too close!) The boxes (2nd pic) are the same. “Curtis
Cribbage Counter” on the top. “Curtis Products Co. North Woodstock, N.H”. on one end. And
“Pegless Cribbage Board” and board color on the other end.
Bette wrote an article for the ACC website mentioning these boards:
http://www.cribbage.org/collect/article2.asp In it, she states that the newer boards were
made in two styles: ivory with dark green dials and print, and black with ivory dials and print. I
haven’t been able to track down her source, but I have my doubts about this. In the first pic,
the newer boards are shown on the right in the familiar black and white dials white board with
black dials. I’ve never seen one in green; if this exists it would be the seventh style. If you have
seen this one, please let me know; stranger things have happened!
Terry Coons, #187 terrydna@comcast.net
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Pattberg Novelty Co. New York (Part 1 of 2 – Jane Mclaughlin)
Manufacturers of Adult Games since 1859
Label on the right is gold and brown foil attached to the back of
Boards.
Pattberg #524 Veneer layer on top
containing inlay of diamond shapes and light
and dark woods. Black bun feet. Swivel
metal peg cover on one end holding tiny red
and white bone pegs. White box with label
on end indicating Pattberg but no number
for board. Original price $2.25. Board measures 10 ½” X 3”. (B. Bemis Collection)

Pattberg # ___?____ Wooden board with decorative
inlay down center Egyptian style. Wooden pegs under
metal slide cover on underside. Brown print box, no
label on end. Board measures 11 ½” X 3 1/8”. Has
routed edges. (B. Bemis Collection)
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Pattberg #55 Wooden board for 3 players
with inlay lighter wood between sets of 5
holes. Routed edges. Metal slide peg cover
on underside with metal pegs. Board
measures 11 5/8’ X 3 3/8” Box is brown print
with label on end No 55 Cribbage Set,
Pattberg, New York. (B. Bemis Collection)

Pattberg #52Wooden board for 2 players
with chevron inlay down center of tracks in
several different woods. Round-over ends
with straight sides. Metal slide cover with
wooden pegs. Board measures 11 5/8” X 3
3/8” Cardboard box is brown print, very bad
shape. (B. Bemis Collection)
Pattberg #494 Wooden board for 2 players
with diamond paper inlay down center of
board. Metal slide cover with wooden pegs.
Board measures 11 5/8” X 3 3/8” Box is plain
brown with label on end #494 Cribbage Set,
Pattberg, NY. (B. Bemis Collection)

Pattberg # 56 Wooden 2 player board with
diamond and bar inlays down center. Board
has routed edges. Metal slide cover on
underside with metal pegs. Board measures
11 5/8” X 3 3/8” Box has red print lid with
label on end No 56 Cribbage Board, Pattberg
New York. (B. Bemis Collection)
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Pattberg #49 Wooden board with
both tracks inlaid with lighter wood.
10 Games Won holes on each end in
center. Round-over ends with
straight sides. Board measures 11
5/8” X 3 3/8” Metal slide cover on
underside with wooden pegs.
Pattberg label on bottom. Box is robin-egg blue with No 499 Cribbage Set, Pattberg, New York
on end. (B Bemis Collection)

Pattberg #694 Wooden 2 player with
black stenciling around edge and a
small box in center. Wooden slider
on side of board for card and peg
storage. Board measures 10 ½” X 2
7/8” X 1 2/3”. Felt on bottom and
gold and brown label Pattberg Novelty Corp. NY. Green print box with No. 694 Cribbage Set,
Pattberg NY. Box is much longer than board. (B. Bemis Collection)

Pattberg #628 Folding
wooden board for 2
players with inlay
tracks of lighter wood.
Metal clasp holds
board together with
storage for pegs and
cards. Metal hinge.
Wooden pegs stored
inside box. Brown
print paper on
cardboard box. 9 5/8 X 3 1/8” unfolded.
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Pattberg #
_____?_____
Plain wooden
board for 2
players. Small
rectangle
indentation in the
center where
maybe a small
plaque was at one
time. Round-over ends and straight sides. Felt on underside. Metal slide cover with wooden
pegs. No box or instructions. (B Bemis Collection)

Pattberg #50
Wooden 3 player
board with
grooves between
each set of 5 holes.
Routed edges.
Metal slide cover
with wooden pegs.
Instructions.
Brown print box
with label on end “No. 50 Cribbage Set, Pattberg, NY.” (Collection of Ed McLaughlin)
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Cribbage Board Collectors Society (CBCS)
Board of Directors Meeting - Minutes
Denver, CO - September 16, 2016


Call to Order: President Ed McLaughlin at 11:20 AM on Sep 16.



Attendees: Ed McLaughlin, Dan Betz, Cecil Bradshaw, George Catt, Terry Coons, Keith
Dwire, Harlow Hanson, Jim Herzog (board members)



Treasurer’s report: Presented by Jim Herzog showing April 30, 2016 balance of $15,746
– approved.



Membership report: Jim Herzog indicated current membership roster included 95
regular members (including 34 lifetime members) plus 19 associate members (including
3 lifetime), and approximately 15 members with unpaid 2016-17 dues. The unpaid
members were sent (by mail) request for payment after newsletter and email
reminders. This resulted in approximately 15 additional renewals.
Two members, Henry Douglass (#42 lifetime) and William Jones (#195 lifetime), were
moved to inactive, meaning no further regular mail communication for newsletters, etc.
since these are being returned, and also no phone response. Since both are life
members, they will be reinstated if they make contact with CBCS.
Motion made and seconded to discontinue further lifetime memberships - approved.



Secretary’s report: Keith Dwire sent the 2015 BOD and General Meeting minutes to all
BOD members. Report approved as presented.



Disposition of Marvin Maxell board collection: Marvin’s entire collection was gifted to
the CBCS in 2015. The boards were transported to Denver, CO for the 2016 convention,
where Larry Snow , with assistance from Terry Coons and Peter Leach prepared them for
distribution as per 2015 BOD and general meeting action.
The group mentioned above sorted the boards into two groups, 1) those which required
a formal bid via normal CBCS convention silent auction, and 2) the more generic boards
which could be picked up by members with a simple donation. The BOD further
discussed pulling 5 boards to be used for the 2016 contest prizes – 4 for the top
cribbage tournament winners, and one as the “most skunked” award. Further, it was
decided that money received from the sale/donation of Marvin’s boards be placed in
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the general treasury with the option of considering specific use of the funds at a later
date. Motion made and seconded to approve the three actions stated above - approved.
Straw vote taken regarding 40 of Marvin’s “special” Le Count boards to be pulled and
kept for future consideration by the BOD.
Motion made to adjourn at 12:30, and to reconvene at 4:30 – approved.


Disposition of Marvin Maxell board collection (continuation of discussion when BOD
reconvened at 4:35 PM). Since Marv’s collection is massive (well over 1000), and not all
boards will be disposed of in the methods earlier agreed to, the following three
recommendations were made:
1) President Ed will offer the remaining “121 long boards” to the American Cribbage
Congress (ACC) if they agree to pay shipping.
2) Larry Snow will take the remaining boards and store them for future consideration
along with a large box of antler boards. Larry also offered to try selling some of the
“better” boards thru local antique shops, and to offer some of the “generic” boards to
local clubs or organizations for their use.
3) At 3 PM Saturday, Sep 17, any of the remaining, unclaimed boards will be offered to
Convention attendees for their taking, based on suggestion of a donation.
Motion made and seconded to approve the three above suggestions – approved.



Discuss recommendation of 2015-16 BOD to general membership:
1. Recommendation of the following BOD to general membership.
Ed McLaughlin – president
Cec Bradshaw – vice president
Keith Dwire – secretary
Jim Herzog – treasurer & membership
Terry Coons – webmaster
George Catt – director at large
Wilson Gartner - director at large
Dan Betz - director at large
Harlow Hanson - director at large
2. Recommendation of Harlow Hanson to position of Treasurer Understudy.
Motion made and seconded to recommend the above to General Membership –
approved.



Adjournment: 5: 14 PM.
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Cribbage Board Collectors Society (CBCS)
Special Board of Directors Meeting – Minutes
Purpose: Discuss offer from ACC to hold simultaneous meetings in 2018
Denver, CO - September 17, 2016


Call to Order: President Ed McLaughlin at 11:45 AM on Sep 17.



Attendees: Ed McLaughlin, Dan Betz, Cecil Bradshaw, George Catt, Terry Coons, Keith
Dwire, Harlow Hanson, Jim Herzog (board members); David Aiken (ACC)



Proposal from David Aiken (ACC Board member): Because of the overlap in
membership between CBCS and ACC, it seems beneficial to both groups to plan a
meeting that would allow for both groups to experience the convention/major
tournament of the other group. In 2018 the ACC will hold its Grand National
Tournament in Milwaukee, WI from Sep 18 – 23. The tournament will be held at the
Crowne Plaza in Milwaukee with a projected attendance of 400. Rooms have a
guaranteed rate of $99 per night.
Discussion and action: The BOD feels that having the pool of ACC members available to
attend parts of our convention will be beneficial. We discussed possibly moving our
dates to Th/Fri, Sep 20-21 to accommodate more opportunity for member crossattendance. We discussed possibly extending our open house on Friday, Sep 21 from 1
to 4PM to allow more ACC members to visit us. Our BOD felt we should still hold our
own cribbage tournament, but still allowing for CBCS members to make a choice which
to play, if time conflicts occur. Motion made and seconded to recommend the above to
General Membership – approved.



President Ed appointed Cec Bradshaw, Dan Betz and David Aiken to work with the ACC
on details for the joint convention in 2018.



Adjournment: 12: 20 PM.

Submitted by Keith Dwire, Secretary
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